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Henning Hansen Inc.

Address: P.O. Box 220
Pickering, ON, L1V 2R4

Phone: 416-839-7481,
Fax: 416-839-3686

Export Contact: Mr. Henning Hansen, President & General Manager

Marketing Profile
Henning Hansen Inc. was incorporated in Canada on January 4th, 1977. Their initial manufactured
product, the Hansen Gauge Kit, is still being produced today. The four gauges are suspended by
chains from the damaged automobile chassis to give fast and accurate assessment of alignment and to
assure proper fit of new body panels. Their manufacturing facility in Pickering, Ontario is capable of
meeting the exact needs of each individual customer.

Their most recently developed product, the Hanson Mig Arm CH7290, removes cables, hoses and the
welding machine from the floor and places them conveniently overhead in an articulated support
capable of servicing three work bays. This patented product provides Planetary Mig Welding dust
extraction, smoke extraction, compressed air, electricity on an overhead arm capable of covering a
maximum work area of 201 sq. meters or folding neatly against the wall for storage. The Hansen
Vac Arm CH020 provides the same overhead access to two compressed air and vacuum outlets and is
available with an optional electrical switch and a 110 volt outlet on an articulated arm assembly.

For a location where a wall or beam support for the arm is not available the Hansen Double Ceiling
Drop CH0710 brings two air and vacuum outlets down to easy overhead access and is also available
with an optional electrical package. The Hansen Air/Vac Hose Assembly CH0750 is available to
connect tools to the double vacuum outlets of their products. The new 200 Amp Planetary Mig
Welder HH2180 straightens wire.

Many options are offered for the standard product line and both specialized and standard Hansen Mig
Arms and Vac Arms are in operation in Hawaii, Japan, Holland and throughout North America. The
company is actively pursuing markets in Korea and Europe as well as in other applicable markets.
Although English is the language of their business, they can communicate in Danish when needed.
The company's main goal is to establish additional distribution centres to serve a larger market.

Products/Services Available for Export:
Hansen Mig Arm CH7290 Hansen Push Pull Mig Arm CH7293
Hansen Dual Drive Mig Arm CH7292 Hansen Vac Arm CH0720
Hansen Planetary Mig Welder HH2180
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